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! The Challenge
! Nearly half of the nation’s non-profit colleges

and universities can be characterized as
sufficiently challenged that survival is an
ever-present issue. For those institutions,
moving beyond surviving — to thriving and,
indeed, long-term viability and sustainability — is
of paramount concern to their presidents, their
boards, and their key stakeholders.

! The Opportunity
! Institutional turnaround and transformation

can be achieved through a “Best Practice”
approach.
! This represents a pathway forward for

surviving, thriving and achieving long-term
viability and sustainability.
! A critical first step:

Discovering “uncomfortable truths.”
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! Two consecutive years “negative”
! Revenue pressure on all fronts intensifies need

to grapple with traditional cost structure
! Translation: “Business as usual” is not working
! Important factors contributing to the negative outlook:
! Price sensitivity continues to suppress net tuition revenue growth
! All non-tuition revenue sources are also strained; diversity of revenue streams no

longer offers a guaranteed safe haven
! Rising student loan burden and defaults taint perception of value of a college

degree
! Parents and students increasingly unable or unwilling to pay
! Increased public scrutiny drives escalated risk of more regulation and

accreditation sanctions
! Prospects for long-term sustainability depend upon strong leadership through

better governance and management
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! Declining enrollments of both traditional and non-

traditional students
! Two-thirds of all philanthropic dollars are going to
the richest institutions with endowments > $1
billion
! More than 50% of employers say they have
trouble finding qualified recent graduates to fill
jobs
! Nearly a third gave colleges just fair to poor marks
for producing successful employees
! Presidents and their boards under constant pressure to change how their

institutions do business, within a culture of shared governance that values
evolution over revolution
! High-profile votes of no confidence in presidents in the last year and
continued turnover in the top spot shows that questions remain about the
pace of change in higher education
1

Chronicle of Higher Education: What Presidents Think About Change in American Higher Education
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! Fundamental changes to institutional business models as well as fundamental

change in how the business is framed strategically
! This includes rational assessment of an institution’s position in the market and

its chances of “going it alone” over the long-term
! On this last point alone, the news is not good … sector-wide consolidation is

just getting underway
! Those institutions that are at-risk but act early and decisively to consider – and

not reject out of hand – some form of consolidation will have a better chance of
retaining their identity and their core values
! Time is not your ally
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!Origin, Waypoints, and Destination
!
Not knowing where you want to go
is a plan for arriving anywhere, not
necessarily where you want to arrive
!
Lacking situational awareness is a
recipe for wandering aimlessly,
perhaps disastrously
!
Your journey is in trouble before you
start if you don’t know your starting
point
!When You’re a Pilot the Objective is to Arrive Alive
!
Before you set foot in the plane, have access to all pertinent
information that may impact your flight, including weather, condition of
the aircraft, and a flight plan
!
Identify the destination and alternative destinations should the primary
site be unattainable
!
Identify definable waypoints along the route to establish you’re on the
right course
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! Are You Here?

Or
! Here?
! Many presidents and trustees believe

they know “the state of the institution”
! Some are correct, far too many have a

perspective that is skewed, narrow,
uninformed, or simply dismissive of
“uncomfortable truths”
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! Getting an objective, emotionally-detached assessment of the true

state of the institution is critically important in any turnaround
trajectory
•

To establish an important baseline from which to navigate

•

To help to frame the truly important strategic discussions that need to
take place early enough and separate them from the tactical, what
typically gets talked about
•

With members of the leadership team

•

With trustees
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! One methodology that is proving valuable to presidents and their boards
! The Institutional Vitality Assessment

! Purpose
" To identify – and gain insight into – any imminent or potential

vulnerabilities that pose a threat to the institution’s vitality
" An “early warning system” to enable institutions to objectively determine if

turnaround is even possible, or if other contingencies need to be considered,
sooner rather than later

! Methodology
" Collection of data and analysis of those data on typically a minimum of 20

specific indicators
" Presentation of results to the President and the Board, with emphasis on

framing strategic discussions around issues
" Follow-up work with the President and the Board to identify pathways for

remediation, turnaround, or maneuvering the institution into a position of
strength from which other futures might be considered
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! Tuition Discount Rate > 35%

! Student Enrollment < 1,000 students

! Tuition Dependency > 85%

! Conversion Yield is 20% Behind

! Student Loan Default Rate > 5%

Competitors

! Debt Service > 10% of Annual Operating ! Student Retention is 10% Behind

Competitors

Budget

! Ratio of Endowment to Annual Operating ! Institution is On Probation, Warning, or

Watch

Budget < 1:3
! Average Tuition Increase > 8% for Five

Years

! Majority of Faculty Do Not Hold Terminal

Degrees

! 40% or More of Deferred Maintenance is ! Average Age of Faculty > 58
! Leadership Team Averages > 12 Years
Unfunded
! Short-Term Bridge Financing Required in

! No Completely Online Programs

Final Quarter
! < 10% of Annual Operating Budget

Dedicated to Technology
! < 20% of Alumni of Record Give

Annually

or < 3 Years
! No New Degree or Certificate Programs

in Two Years
! Curriculum Development and

Governance Require > 1 Year for
Approval and Implementation
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! Qualitative Assessments of …
! Leadership Team Effectiveness
" “Leadership

Team” defined as the President and the Board

! Senior Administrative Team’s Effectiveness
" Those who report directly to the President
" Individually, and as a team

! Relationships with Key Stakeholders
" Political
" Business
" Alumni

! Organizational Culture
" Is the institution prepared for sustainable innovation?
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! Typically, an Institutional Vitality Assessment is in order when …
! A new president takes office
" “Yesterday I was a wooed candidate. Today I’m the President.”
" Getting quickly to the “Aha Moment”

! A president announces he/she is stepping down
" The Board determines an assessment is required to mount a successful search for the

president’s successor
" How do you know what you’re looking for if you don’t know what you’ve got?

! An interim president is appointed
" And he/she is charged with “righting” the institution before a permanent successor is recruited

and appointed
" How do you know what to “fix” if you don’t know what’s “broken”?

! A sitting president is preparing a major strategic planning process
" Either her/his first such effort, or a “refresh” of an existing plan

! A sitting president knows the “uncomfortable truth”
" And this may be unsettling, impolitic and even unwelcome news to the Board and/or to key

campus constituencies
" The “fourth reason you hire a consultant”
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Stage 1:
Financial Recovery

Institutional
Turnaround

Stage 2:
Transforming "Ugly Ducklings"

Stage 3:
Academic Revitalization
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! Stage 1
! A preponderance of “at-risk” indicators
! Indicating an urgent need for “financial recovery”
! With Board focus on fiduciary responsibility
! And President playing a more autocratic role

! Stage 2
! Some “at-risk” indicators
! Signaling a need for a “deeper dive” into emerging areas of vulnerability
! With Board focus on sustaining and strengthening relationships that build the

institution’s brand and reputation
! And President playing a problem-solving role

! Stage 3
! Few “at-risk” indicators
! Signaling the need for the institution to redefine the academic culture
! With Board focus on thinking and planning strategically
! And President playing a collaborative role and leading generative thinking
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! Do any of the “at-risk” indicators apply to you?
! How many?
! Are you in a Stage 1, 2 or 3 turnaround status?
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! Stage 1 Turnaround: Financial Recovery
! Green Mountain College
! Syracuse University
! Regis College

! Critical Success Factors Common to All
! Realistic assessment of their condition occurred early and quickly
! New leaders unencumbered with past decisions, performance, and relationships
" Open to “uncomfortable truths,” hard-headed analysis, willingness to take action
! Access to timely, accurate financial information and analysis
" Many institutions simply don’t have complete and accurate information on where all of

the money comes from and where it goes
" Many don’t know what to do with that information or how to analyze and turn it into data

to drive decisions

! Actions are focused on finances while maintaining core values
" Alignment

! Transparency
" Hard news and hard decisions are visible to all

! Faculty are involved in making difficult choices
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! Stage 2 Turnaround: Transforming into Swans
! Logan University
! University of Hartford
! Quinnipiac University

! Critical Success Factors Common to All
! Financial recovery is complete or sufficiently underway to take them out of harm’s

way
! A rebranding of the institution to reflect enhanced or expanded mission and

quality of the institution
! Efforts to reach new students through a conscious and deliberative process
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! Stage 3 Turnaround: Academic Revitalization
! University of Denver
! College of New Jersey
! Northeastern University

! Critical Success Factors Common to All
! Financial recovery complete
! Mission-alignment to prevailing market forces
! An inward focus on enhancing quality of education and learning outcomes
" Stronger academic programs
" Better faculty
" Better students
" Performance accountability

! Led by boards and presidents, but
! Driven by faculty, with faculty receiving

reward/recognition for their engagement

! The Most Difficult Stage of Turnaround
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Think like a pilot …
! When the primary destination – turnaround and transformation – is

unreachable
! Because you’ve run out of fuel or you’re about to run out of fuel
! Because the ship has sustained a crippling blow or malfunction
! Because you’re lost, have no idea where you are or how to get to the primary

destination

! Ignore the early warning signs
! And the consequence can be an accumulation of mounting problems, no single
one of which is deadly, but added together spell disaster
! Put the ship on the ground … now
! In real terms
! Strategic affiliation, merger, acquisition

! Two categories of alternative futures
! Small, cash-strapped institutions that otherwise can no longer survive alone
! Better situated institutions that see affiliation or merger as a better approach than
gradual growth to improve or diversify their offerings
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A very personal example …
! Daniel Webster College
! < 1,000 undergraduate enrollments
! Narrow-niche academic programs (aviation-related)
! Endowment to annual operating budget ratio < 1:10
! Legacy board dominated by “aviation enthusiasts” that ignored changing market

dynamics
! Score of just 0.5 out of 3 on U.S. Dept. of Education’s “financial responsibility

standards” scale
! Bridge financing each year for 10 consecutive years
! Pending loss of accreditation and federal funding of student loans
! Long-term debt, deferred maintenance, low alumni giving participation
! Purchased by ITT Educational Services Inc. in 2009 at $29.3 million

! Failure
! To recognize the warning signs, act on them swiftly
! “Denial isn’t a river in Egypt”
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To start the conversation …
! What is your point of origin?
! If you’re in Stage 1, time is not on your side. As each day/week/month

passes, your degrees of freedom and position of strength recede.
! What actions might you take?
! Equally important, what contingencies will you, your board entertain if the

clock stops ticking?
! If you’re in Stage 2 or Stage 3, what “lessons learned” can you share today?
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! Academic Turnarounds: Restoring Vitality to Challenged American

Colleges and Universities. Terrence MacTaggart, Editor.
! Practical guides to financial matters
! Advice for presidents and boards

! Turnaround: Leading Stressed Colleges and Universities to Excellence.

James Martin, James E. Samels and Associates.
! Identifying institutional weaknesses
! Skills required of presidents to direct a turnaround
! Lessons learned from successful turnarounds

! The Institutional Vitality Assessment. Casagrande Consulting LLC.
! A comprehensive and objective determination of existing or imminent risk to the

institution
! A framework for strategic discussions for improvement with the board and with

key campus constituencies
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! Casagrande Consulting, LLC was launched in early 2009. We are a boutique firm

of more than 10 consultants focused on providing insight to not-for-profit organizations
in the areas of:
! Advancement & Development,
! Board Effectiveness,
! Compensation & Benefits,
! Diversity & Inclusion,
! Enrollment Management,
! Executive Coaching,
! Human Resources Strategy & Planning,
! Institutional Strategy & Planning,
! Leadership Development,
! Online Learning Readiness & Strategy,
! Performance Management, and
! Talent Management.

! The consultants at the firm all have a background in working with, or for, not-for-profit

organizations.
! For additional information about our firm, people, and services, visit

www.casagrandeconsultingllc.com.
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! Since our establishment in early 2009, we have worked with Arcadia

University, Ascension Health Ventures, Association of Chiropractic Colleges,
Atlanta Track Club, Austin College, Brooklyn Law School, Carlow University,
Clark Atlanta University, Coker College, College of Charleston, Duke
Corporate Education, Education Strengthens Families, Emory University,
Fairfield University, Goddard College, Gwynedd Mercy University, Keuka
College, La Sierra University, Library and Information Resources Network,
Life Chiropractic College West, Life University, Logan University,
Manchester University, Oglethorpe University, Parker University, Premera,
Prescott College, Robert Morris University, Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology, Sacred Heart University, Saint Mary’s College of California,
Siena College, Southwest Florida College, St. Bonaventure University,
Taylor University, Texas Chiropractic College, The University of Tampa, The
YMCA of Greater Charlotte, Union College, University of Hartford, University
of North Texas System, University of Western States, Utah System of Higher
Education, Wagner College, Winthrop University, Woodbury University,
YMCA of Greater Charlotte, and YMCA of Northwest North Carolina.
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! Robert E. Myers has more than 30 years experience in private and public

higher education and is a former college and university CEO and president.
His consulting expertise covers the areas of institutional vitality assessment
and turnaround planning, online educational readiness, and board and
presidential performance assessment. 
! His executive leadership experience includes stints at large public and

private universities with worldwide reach as well as small local colleges
struggling to survive.
! As president at Daniel Webster College, he engineered with his board a four-

year process to ensure the survival of the small, struggling college. At
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University-Worldwide, he served as campus
chancellor and led efforts to engineer an academic quality turnaround,
enhance financial performance, and expand the campus’s worldwide market
footprint.
! At University of Maryland University College (UMUC), Dr. Myers served as

the “turnaround” interim president as UMUC transitioned in a new strategic
direction and grew online enrollments exponentially worldwide.
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